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                            	How We WorkFORTNA Distribution Optimization Framework™
The FORTNA Distribution Optimization Framework™ leverages proprietary processes, tools and algorithms to design and deliver solutions using best-fit automation technologies and intelligent software.
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	Strategy
	Assessments
	Operations Design
	Implementation
	Lifecycle Services



 
	SolutionsSolutions
FORTNA develops the optimal solution with a unique approach to identify and select best-fit technologies to meet your business requirements.


	By Function
		Central Hub/Last Mile Depot
	Cross-Docking and Returns
	e-Commerce Fulfillment
	High-Density Storage
	Micro-fulfillment
	Omnichannel Fulfillment
	Packing and Shipping
	Slotting
	Sortation



	By Technology
		AGVs and AMRs
	Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (AS/RS)
	AutoStore
	Conveyor Systems
	Goods-to-Person (GTP)
	Picking
	Robotics
	Sortation Systems
	Supply Chain Software
	Warehouse-Ready, Small Footprint



	By Industry
		Aftermarket Parts
	Consumer Packaged Goods
	Electronics
	Food and Beverage
	Grocery
	Industrial Distribution
	Life Sciences
	Parcel
	Retail and Apparel
	Third Party Logistics (3PL)






 
	SoftwareSoftware
Intelligent software is essential to optimizing operations for maximum efficiency, reliability, and flexibility. FORTNA WES™ provides dynamic data and the intelligence required for real-time decision making. 


	FORTNA WES™
	FORTNA OptiSlot DC™
	FORTNA WCS™



 
	ServicesServices & Support
FORTNA Services & Support work together to keep your operations running at peak performance throughout the lifecycle of your solution. FORTNA Services optimize your operations and extend the life of your facility with modernizations, retrofits, parts and service and/or a comprehensive maintenance program.


	Lifecycle Services
		24/7 Call Center
	Modernizations/Retrofits
	Optimization Assessments
	Parts and Warranty
	Resident Maintenance
	System Health Checks
	Systems Upgrade
	Training
	Industries






 
	IndustriesIndustries
FORTNA understands that every industry has unique challenges. Our robust experience enables us to develop solutions for those unique challenges and cross-pollinate best-in-class strategies and solutions for diversified vertical markets.


	Aftermarket Parts
	Consumer Packaged Goods
	Electronics
	Food and Beverage
	Grocery
	Industrial Distribution
	Life Sciences
	Parcel
	Retail and Apparel
	Third Party Logistics (3PL)



 
	AboutAbout
FORTNA designs, develops and delivers powerful automated and intelligent software solutions that optimize performance, address disruption and increase profitability.


	Alliance Partners
	Culture
	Careers
	Leadership
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                                                    Distribution at a Pivot Point: Select the Right Automation for Your Business
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                                Today’s businesses are being challenged like never before due to increasing customer expectations amid disruption. Companies now must compete on a cost and service level with market disruptors that have immense capital resources and unprecedented agility. More than ever, the supply chain is a strategic differentiator. How the business views and leverages its network and distribution resources has tremendous impact on outcomes and must be aligned with the strategic goals of the company.

The accelerated shift to e-Commerce is re-shaping how companies do business. New health and safety measures are adding to labor costs. Distribution networks with legacy infrastructure are being asked to expand their capabilities and redesign their operations. Supply chain managers who suddenly find themselves sitting at the table with C-suite executives are being asked to find solutions that compete with disruptors like Amazon, e-Commerce start-ups, and industry giants jockeying for market share.
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                Automation is not new, but there are a number of new and emerging technologies which make the business case more attractive.

                                                            

        

    






  
                
                
                    
                                                                            As the role of the distribution center shifts in response to the growing demands of e-Commerce, automation coupled with intelligent warehouse execution software will be key to scaling operations and driving revenue, especially as the potential for future disruption of labor increases. Even Amazon has recognized the need for higher levels of automation, deploying nearly 200,000 bots to work alongside its more than 600,000-strong workforce. With a comprehensive business case in place, companies can implement automation technologies to reduce their reliance on labor while improving operational reliability, accuracy, and efficiency.

While specialized tasks will likely remain in the traditional labor sphere for the short-term, in the medium- to long-term, even these will be taken over by bots and emerging technologies combined with traditional automation solutions. For example, in Europe and Asia more investments are focused on lights-out (or fully automated) facilities. In these regions, there is a higher level of confidence in moving forward with solutions that take labor and cost out of the equation. As labor risks and e-Commerce volumes grow, it’s expected that lights-out solutions will gain further traction. In fact, 61% of decision-makers plan to enable partial automation or labor augmentation with technology in the warehouse according to Zebra Technologies Corporation’s 2024 Warehousing Vision Study<a href=”https://investors.zebra.com/news-and-events/news/news-details/2019/Zebra-Study-Six-in-10-Plan-Warehouse-Automation-to-Augment-Labor-by-2024/default.aspx” target=”_blank” rel=”noopener”>[1]</a>.

Automation is not new, but there are several new and emerging technologies which make the business case more attractive. Solutions that promise to hit a certain machine rate or drive a certain piece of volume through the facility are worth considering; however, while those KPIs are good for evaluating technologies, they do not necessarily roll up to overall improved facility performance. It’s important to evaluate emerging technologies through the lens of the business case, the potential impact on the overall operation, and the business itself.
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                                                                Pilot Applications for Success

Pilot programs are a good way to make sure your investment will meet your specific business goals. Today, we’re seeing automation work well in several applications:

	Transportation bots: Transportation bots within existing facilities allow organizations to move objects from point A to B in the distribution center, reducing wasted travel and potential congestion of human workers without disrupting the existing infrastructure at the DCs. Transportation bots can follow self-guided systems to move around existing infrastructure or potential blockages and eliminate the need to invest in new conveyor lines and other infrastructure changes.
	Replenishment bots: Today, we’re seeing replenishment bots work together with people to reduce the large travel time component for replenishment activities. These bots wait at a pick location for a human picker to intersect with it in the course of a pick path and execute the replenishment task before moving on with picking activity. Combining replenishment with picking activities improves the blended productivity of both processes, which reduces operational expenses.
	Goods-to-Person (GTP) Systems: GTP solutions typically require less floor space, and their compact design can help reduce the amount of labor required. The reduction in travel, ergonomics and ease of use often improves productivity and accuracy while enabling DC managers to tap into non-traditional labor pools with limited training.
	Voice and Light Picking: Voice and light picking solutions increase pick productivity, improve accuracy, and optimize batch and cluster picking for reduced order cycle times.


The business case is stronger than ever for technology solutions that enable increased throughput, capacity, accuracy, and productivity, as well as safer environments for workers. However, intelligent software is what unlocks the real value of automation. Sophisticated algorithms found in warehouse execution software (WES) can prioritize orders in real time, enable smart processing of orders for reduced travel and increased productivity and routing of workers to reduce congestion.

Vetting Technology Suppliers

Your technology supplier is almost as important as the technology itself. Companies that deliver an end-to-end solution, rather than a single piece of technology, can offer solutions that withstand today’s fast pace of innovation. When considering companies to assist with your automation solutions, look for someone that:

	Emphasizes upfront engagement around the design process. When implementing automation, you’re not designing a material handling solution, but a DC or supply chain capability. Look for a company that looks beyond machines rates and aligns with you on business goals and results.
	Takes a partnership approach. You can rely on a technology supplier that takes accountability for your results to craft a successful strategy for your specific business needs
	Is not limited by one manufacturer or technology. Companies that can work with a range of applications and manufacturers have the freedom to offer you best of breed solutions.


 

The FORTNA Solution

FORTNA is a partner invested in your business’ success. We will work with you to assess operations, design, test and implement a solution. We research, evaluate and pilot emerging technologies to ensure they will serve our customers today and in the years to come. At FORTNA, we provide end-to-end solutions, including design and implementation of the processes, systems and equipment required to support the overall solution.

                                    

              

          

	    


    
        
            
                                1 https://investors.zebra.com/news-and-events/news/news-details/2019/Zebra-Study-Six-in-10-Plan-Warehouse-Automation-to-Augment-Labor-by-2024/default.aspx
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                            Let us help you transform your distribution operations. Start the conversation today by providing us with your contact info below.
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        FORTNA helped design every step of the way and they've even built for our future.

        VP of Fulfillment, Logistics & Manufacturing

        L.L.Bean
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        In FORTNA, we found a partner that took accountability for the successful implementation of the entire project.

        Senior Vice President

        Canadian Tire
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        FORTNA's rigorous testing process gave us assurance.

        IT Executive

        Mr Price
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        Partnering with FORTNA was a smart investment that surpassed our ROI goals.

        Executive Vice President

        MSC Industrial
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        We've come to trust FORTNA and they are now our go-to group.

        Dir. of Inventory Control & Engineering

        Journeys
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        FORTNA helped us choose the right level of technology for our new DC. They didn’t try to oversell us.

        President

        Fisher Auto Parts
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        FORTNA delivered on their part of the equation.

        President of the Americas & Corporate SVP

        TTI Electronics
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        FORTNA are experts in the distribution industry.

        Head of Supply Chain

        Pepkor Speciality
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        2010 - 2021

        Great Supply Chain Partners
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        2011 – 2019, 2022-2023

        Pros to Know
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        2010 – 2017, 2020 - 2021

        Great Supply Chain Projects
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        2010 - 2021

        Rainmakers
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                            Contact

                            1349 W Peachtree St. NW

Suite 1300

Atlanta, GA 30309

                            info@fortna.com

                        

                        
                            Support

                            (800) 367-8621
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